
The Color                 Learning Pack 

 
INSTRUCTIONS and HELPFUL HINTS 

 

Note: Each page has a corresponding letter to make it easy to locate the page needed. 
 

To get started, print one of each page.  Print more later if needed!  Please do NOT share these materials. 
 

Color Idea Sheet (page A) This page gives helpful and fun ideas for you to do with 
you child at home, focusing on the target color. 
 

Recipe and Song Sheet (page B) Here you will find a color recipe designed for you 
and your child to do together.  Along with the recipe, a song sheet is also included for the 
color of choice.  HINT:  Hang the song sheet on the fridge or the bathroom mirror and sing 
when you are together! 
 

Color Words (pages C & D) These cards were designed to help your child recognize 
objects in the target color. HINT: Cut apart or keep the page intact.  Hang on the 
refrigerator, bulletin board or place in a pocket chart.  Talk about the objects and their 
colors. 
 

Color Book (pages E &F)  This book was designed for your child to color.  Cut out of 
each page and staple together to form a book.  HINT: Adding color to the pages before 
stapling them together makes it easier for little fingers.  Also, try letting your child use 
different mediums to color. Including markers, crayons, watercolor, finger-paint, or colored 
pencils. 
 
 

Puzzles (page G) To prepare these puzzles, cut out each rectangle.  Then, cut each 
rectangle apart on the dotted line, creating 6 puzzles with 2 pieces each.  To play, lay all the 
pieces in front of your child.  Show him/her how to match them up.  Talk about the color and 
use of the object on each puzzle. 
 

Flipbook (page H)  To prepare the flipbook, cut out the large rectangle at the top of the 
page (this is the base of the flipbook).  Cut out the six squares individually, following the 
dotted lines.  Stack the cut squares on top of each other.  Place over the image on the base 
of the flipbook.  Staple.  HINT: To make the base of the flipbook sturdier, try mounting it on 
cardstock.  Also, laminating pieces will make the flipbook last longer. 
 

Matching Game (page I,J,K &L) To prepare this matching game you will need a file 
folder.  First, open up the file folder and glue page I to the left side of the folder.  Now, take 
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page J and glue it to the right side of the folder.  Page K includes the instructions for the 
game and the label.  Cut these out.  Place the label on the tab of the file folder and place 
the instructions on the front of the file folder.  Page L contains the individual pieces your 
child will use to match to the inside of the file folder.  Cut out the images on page L 
individually (there may be some images on page K as well, cut these out individually).  To 
play your child simply matches the individual items to the exact item on the inside of file 
folder. HINT: To make the pieces last longer I suggest laminating them.  Also, to make this 
game a little easier for small fingers, considering adding Velcro to the pieces and the game 
board.  This way they will not slip when your child is placing them.   
 

Color Poster (page M) This poster was created as a place for you and your child to 
glue items of the target color.  Try looking in magazines, on food labels, in junk mail and 
around the house for items to glue to this poster.  HINT: Keep this poster on the fridge and 
allow your child to add things to it as you find them! 

 
Storage of Learning Pack Materials 
 To keep all the learning materials together, it is suggested that you use a large 
mailing envelope or folder to keep the items in.  Below you will find a title for your learning 
materials.  This can be glued to the front of the envelope or folder. 
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Additional ways to bring the color black into your child’s world! 
 
 
 

* Wear black clothing. 
* Eat foods that are black (licorice, pepper, olives etc.). 
* Make black art using black paint, black crayons, black 

stickers or black markers. 
* Make a black placemat. 
* Play with black toys. 
* Locate black objects when out shopping. 
* Practice gluing black objects onto paper (look in grocery 

ads, magazines, or use paint sample cards as black objects). 
* Get black paint sample cards.  Practice matching different 

shades of black. 
* Go on a hunt for black objects around the house; see how 

many you can find! 
 
 

 
Be creative!  There are lots of ways to add color to your child’s 

daily life! 
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Color BLACK Recipe 
This recipe is designed for your child to help cook! 

 
 -Oreos 
 -Black licorice strings 
 -plate 
  

1. Wash hands 
2. Twist apart 3 Oreo cookies. 
3. Add 2- ½ inch strings of black licorice to each Oreo, on 

opposite sides of the Oreo (use white filling to help licorice 
stick).  

4. Close the Oreos and put them in a line vertically to make an 
Oreo ant with the licorice as the legs! 

5. Eat. Yum!  
  
 

 

 
 
 

 
Color BLACK Song 

Tune: The Farmer in the Dell 
 
 

I know the color black, 
I know the color black. 

Bats and ants and spiders too, 
 I know the color black. 
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The night sky is blackblack. 
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The blackblack spider spins a web. I wrote with my black black marker.
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Match it Up! 
BLACKBLACK

Cut out and put on tab of file folder

Cut out and put on front of file folder K





Black Color PosterBlack Color Poster
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